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Structural Characterization of the LEM
Motif Common to Three Human Inner
Nuclear Membrane Proteins
Introduction
In eukaryotic cells, the nuclear envelope consists of
three major components, the nuclear lamina, the inner
and outer nuclear membranes, and the nuclear pore
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Prote´ines complexes. The outer nuclear membrane faces the cyto-
plasm and is continuous with the peripheral rough andCEA Saclay
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette smooth endoplasmic reticulum, whereas the inner nu-
clear membrane is tightly associated with lamina. Sev-France
2 Laboratoire de Mine´ralogie-Cristallographie eral integral inner nuclear membrane proteins that bind
to the lamina have been characterized. In particular,Paris
CNRS UMR 7590 lamina-associated polypeptide (LAP) 1, isoforms of
LAP2, lamin B receptor (LBR), and emerin attach theUniversite´s Paris 6/Paris 7
Case 115 lamina to the inner nuclear membrane [1–6]. These pro-
teins are part of the nuclear envelope architecture and4 place Jussieu
75252 Paris Cedex 05 play important roles in postmitotic nuclear reassembly
[7–9]. LAP2 isoforms and LBR also bind to chromatin,France
3 Departments of Medicine and Anatomy either to DNA [5–6, 10–11] or other chromatin-associ-
ated proteins [3, 12–14]. The chromatin-inner nuclearand Cell Biology
College of Physicians and Surgeons membrane protein interactions may localize heterochro-
matin to the nuclear periphery in interphase and mayColumbia University
New York, New York 10032 underlie the reassembly of nuclear envelopes around
decondensing chromosomes at the end of mitosis. InUSA
particular, LAPs are phosphorylated during mitosis, and
phosphorylation of LAP2 by mytotic cytosol inhibits its
binding to both lamin B1 and chromosomes [4]. The
Summary dynamics of LAP2 during mitosis are probably closely
linked to the processes of nuclear envelope disassembly
Background: Integral membrane proteins of the inner and reformation. Finally, mutations in emerin have been
nuclear membrane are involved in chromatin organiza- described in X-linked Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystro-
tion and postmitotic reassembly of the nucleus. The phy, providing the first connection between the inner
discovery that mutations in the gene encoding emerin nuclear membrane and a human disease [15]. Despite
causes X-linked Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy their importance to cell biology and medicine, however,
has enhanced interest in such proteins. A common no structural data at atomic resolution currently exist
structural domain of 50 residues, called the LEM domain, for integral membrane proteins of the inner nuclear
has been identified in emerin MAN1, and lamina-associ- membrane.
ated polypeptide (LAP) 2. In particular, all LAP2 isoforms Analysis of the sequences of integral proteins of the
share an N-terminal segment composed of such a LEM inner nuclear membrane has identified a common struc-
domain that is connected to a highly divergent LEM-like tural domain of about 50 amino acids in three human
domain by a linker that is probably unstructured. and two Caenorhabditis elegans proteins [16]. As this
domain is present in LAP2, emerin, and MAN1, it has
been termed LEM (Figure 1). All LAP2 isoforms share
Results: We have determined the three-dimensional
an N-terminal segment composed of such a LEM domain
structures of the LEM and LEM-like domains of LAP2
(residues 108–151) that is connected to a highly diver-
using nuclear magnetic resonance and molecular mod-
gent LEM-like domain by a linker that is probably un-
eling. Both domains adopt the same fold, mainly com-
structured (residues 1–47). The LEM domain of LAP2
posed of two large parallel  helices.
is mostly included in the region between amino acid
residues 67 and 137, whose deletion abolishes the inter-
action of LAP2 with the nonspecific DNA binding pro-Conclusions: The structural LEM motif is found in hu-
tein BAF [14]. Furthermore, the N-terminal LEM-like do-man inner nuclear membrane proteins and in protein-
main of LAP2 is found in the region between aminoprotein interaction domains from bacterial multienzyme
acid residues 1 and 85, which is involved in chromosomecomplexes. This suggests that LEM and LEM-like do-
binding [6].mains are protein-protein interaction domains. A region
Here, we report the three-dimensional solution struc-conserved in all LEM domains, at the surface of helix 2,
tures of the LEM and LEM-like domains of LAP2, ascould mediate interaction between LEM domains and a
determined by proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonancecommon protein partner.
Key words: emerin; inner nuclear membrane proteins; lamin; LAP2;
LEM domain; NMR4 Correspondence: szinn@cea.fr
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Figure 1. Sequence Analysis of Proteins Containing a LEM Module
(a) A schematic organization of proteins containing a LEM module
[16]. Three human inner nuclear membrane proteins, LAP2 isoform
 (LAP2 ), emerin (EMR), and MAN1 are displayed, as are two C.
elegans proteins, the membrane-anchored W01G7.5 and the soluble
F42H11.2. Dark blue hexagons represent LEM domains, light blue
hexagons represent LEM-like domains, green rectangles represent
transmembrane segments, and thin black lines represent sequence
regions of low complexity.
(b) Multiple alignment of the LEM domains of human LAP2 (residues
108–151), emerin (residues 1–44), and MAN1 (residues 6–49), as
well as C. elegans W01G7.5 (residues 1–44) and F42H11.2 (residues
425–469) [16]. Conserved hydrophobic residues are displayed in
green, conserved charged residues are displayed in red, conserved
polar and neutral residues are displayed in magenta, and conserved
glycines and prolines are displayed in blue.
Figure 2. Secondary H Chemical Shifts of LAP2 LEM-Like and
LEM Domains as a Function of Residue Number
Consecutive residues showing a secondary chemical shift lower(NMR) and molecular modeling. We show that both do-
than 0.1 ppm are predicted to form a helix [37]. The bars corre-mains, even though they are highly divergent (they share
sponding to the short N-terminal helix are colored in cyan. The bars
only 18% identity), have similar three-dimensional struc- corresponding to the two main helices are colored in red and green,
tures, composed of a three-residue N-terminal  helix successively.
and two large parallel  helices interacting through a
set of conserved hydrophobic amino acids. The two
structures are analyzed in terms of topohydrophobic LEM suggests the presence of a short N-terminal helix
positions, electrostatic surface, and conserved patches and two large helices (Figure 2).
of amino acids. Searches for protein domains displaying
the LEM structural motif, which identified domains of Proton-Proton Distance Restraints
bacterial multienzyme complexes involved in protein- On the NOESY spectra, 2136 (1202 in H2O and 934 in
protein interactions, are presented. D2O) and 2574 (1629 in H2O and 945 in D2O) peaks were
analyzed for LEM-like and LEM, respectively. In the case
of LEM-like, at the end of the assignment and structure
Results calculation procedure, 42 peaks remained unassigned.
Within these peaks, 26 correspond to unknown chemical
Oligomerization States of LEM-Like shifts, probably characteristic of minor conformations.
and LEM Domains The chemical shifts of the remaining 16 peaks could be
Analytic ultracentrifugation was used in order to charac- assigned, but the corresponding proton-proton dis-
terize the oligomerization state of the two N-terminal tance was higher than 7 A˚ on the three-dimensional
domains of LAP2. At the equilibrium, masses of 6430  structures (i.e., no reasonable assignment that is consis-
580 and 6230  760 Da were measured for monomer tent with the set of already assigned peaks, and thus the
theoretical masses of 6272 and 6533 Da, respectively. three-dimensional structure, was found). On the basis of
Thus, the LEM-like and LEM domains of LAP2 do not the 2092 other peaks, 964 restraints were generated.
self-associate at pH 6.3 and at a concentration lower Using an error of 25%, 60 restraints led to systematic
than 50 M. violations higher than 0.5 A˚ and thus were not used.
The structures were calculated on the basis of the 904
remaining distance restraints, which comprised 102 am-
Secondary Chemical Shift Analysis biguous restraints at the end of the calculations. The
Sequence analyses of the LEM-like and LEM sequences mean number of unambiguous distance restraints per
by AGADIR [17] or PHD [18] predict the presence of two residue yields 14.3 but is very different from one residue
large  helices in both peptides. Consistently, analysis to another. It is particularly high for the leucine residues
buried in the core of the protein (79 for Leu19), but it isof the H secondary chemical shifts of LEM-like and
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Table 1. Experimental Restraints and Structural Statistics for LEM-like and LEM Domains
LEM-likea LEM
Number of Experimental Distance Restraints
Unambiguous 802 857
Ambiguous 102 174
Rmsd from distance restraints 0.090  0.002 0.062  0.0014
Number of violations higher than 0.5 A˚ 1.2  0.9 0.8  0.3
Rmsd from Ideal Values
Bond (A˚) 0.0064  0.0001 0.0045  0.0001
Angle () 0.980  0.017 0.720  0.020
Energy (kcal/mol)
Bond 38.0  1.8 19.0  1.0
Angle 245.2  8.8 134.7  8.7
vdWb 71.7  5.9 43.2  6.0
nOec 382.7  17.7 207.3  9.6
Ramachandran Analysisd
Residues in favored regions 52.8% 57.3%
Residues in additional allowed regions 37.7% 34.9%
Residues in generously allowed regions 8.7% 5.3%
Residues in disallowed regions 0.9% 2.4%
Coordinate Precision (A˚)
For residues 3–48 6–48
On backbone atoms 0.39  0.05 0.40  0.07
a All values are averaged on the ten X-PLOR structures.
b The van der Waals energy is calculated with a repel function and the parallhdg parameters.
c The values of the square-well nOe are calculated with force constants of 50 kcal/mol A˚2.
d Calculated with Procheck-nmr [36].
very low at the C terminus, which adopts a random coil incorrect nonbonded contacts. The Ramachandran plot
confirms the good quality of the structures, as no resi-structure (6 for Ala54, Gly55, and Thr56).
dues are systematically in the disallowed region. OverIn the case of LEM, at the end of the calculation proce-
the ten structures, the percentages of residues in thedure, 67 peaks remained unassigned. Seven peaks cor-
most favored and additional allowed region are 99.2%respond to unknown chemical shifts, probably charac-
and 97.5% for LEM-like and LEM, respectively.teristic of minor conformations. The chemical shifts of
the remaining 60 peaks could be assigned, but the corre-
Backbone Structuresponding proton-proton distance was higher than 7 A˚
A backbone superposition of the ten lowest energyon the three-dimensional structures (i.e., no reasonable
structures of LEM-like and LEM is shown in Figure 3.assignment that is consistent with the set of already
The conformation of the backbone (C, N, and C atoms)assigned peaks, and thus the three-dimensional struc-
is well defined in both proteins, except in the N-terminalture, was found). On the basis of the 2507 other peaks,
and C-terminal regions. In the well-defined segments1069 restraints were generated. Restraints leading to
(residues 3–48 for LEM-like and 6–48 for LEM), the rmsdsystematic violations higher than 0.5 A˚ were not used.
with respect to the mean coordinate is close to 0.4 The structures were calculated on the basis of the 1031
0.1 A˚. In both structures, a three-residue N-terminal remaining distance restraints, which comprised 174 am-
helix and two large  helices, named helix 1 and helixbiguous restraints at the end of the calculations. The
2, are observed (Figure 4). Inspection of the Ramachan-mean number of unambiguous distance restraints per
dran maps shows that the three-helical segments inresidue yields 15 but is very different from one residue
LEM-like are Pro7–Leu10, Lys12–Asn22, and Val35–to another. It is particularly high for the leucine residues
Leu44, and in LEM, the three-helical segments are Asp9–
buried in the core of the protein (68 for Leu44), but it is
Glu12, Asn15–Tyr25, and Gly34–Leu47. These helices
very low at the N and C termini, which adopt a random are characterized by numerous hydrogen bonds. The
coil structure (7 for Ser54, Ser56, and Ser57). hydrogen bonds present in more than 80% of the helical
structures are the following: in LEM-like, helices 1 and
Structural Statistics 2 present 6 and 7 i→ i 4 hydrogen bonds, respectively;
Analysis of the ten final structures (Table 1) of LEM-like in LEM, helices 1 and 2 present 5 and 8 i → i  4
and LEM shows that no distance violation larger than hydrogen bonds, respectively.
0.55 A˚ is present. Furthermore, the covalent geometry
is respected, as evidenced by the low rmsd value for Side Chains
bond lengths and valence angles. The values of the van The hydrophobic core of LEM-like and LEM domains is
formed by a large number of leucine residues, assistedder Waals energy is small, indicating that there is no
Structure
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Figure 3. Three-Dimensional Stuctures of
LAP2 LEM-Like and LEM Domains
(a) Stereo view of the ten final LEM-like do-
main backbone structures.
(b) Stereo view of the ten final LEM domain
backbone structures.
by additional valine, isoleucine, phenylalanine, and tyro- cessible. Glu21 is salt-bridged to Arg48, thus stabilizing
the relative positioning of the two main helices. Similarly,sine residues. In LEM-like, seven leucines are buried
and interact with Phe3, Val24, Val35, Tyr36, Val37, and interactions of Thr36 with Leu39 and Gln41 with Lys38
stabilize helix 2.Tyr40 to stabilize the domain conformation. In LEM, six
leucines are buried and, together with Val10, Tyr25,
Val27, Ile32, and Tyr40, stabilize the domain confor- Discussion
mation.
A few polar side chains are also buried in the LEM- LEM-Like and LEM Domains Share the Same Fold
Figure 4 shows that the LEM-like and LEM domains oflike and LEM structures. In LEM-like, Glu5, Lys16,
Asn22, and Gln31 are less than 20% solvent accessible. LAP2 have very similar three-dimensional structures.
Superposition of the LEM-like and LEM structures isLys16 is, in particular, salt-bridged to Asp13 in helix 1,
and Gln31 is hydrogen-bonded to the backbone of optimized using the alignment displayed in Figure 5a.
Comparison of the Ramachandran plots for both pro-Asp34 at the N terminus of helix 2. In LEM, Asp6, Glu21,
Thr36, Gln41, and Arg48 are less than 20% solvent ac- teins shows that they share, beginning from residue 7
Figure 4. Stereo View of the Averaged Struc-
tures of LAP2 LEM-Like and LEM Domains
(a) The three helical segments correspond to
Pro7-Leu10, Lys12-Asn22, and Val35-Leu44
in LEM-like domains.
(b) The three helical segments correspond to
Asp9-Glu12, Asn15-Tyr25, and Gly34-Leu47
in LEM domains.
The ribbons are calculated using MOLMOL
[38].
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Figure 5. Conservation of Hydrophobic Resi-
dues within LEM-Like and LEM Domains
(a) Alignment of LEM-like (1–56) and LEM
(103–159) sequences of LAP2 on the basis
of their three-dimensional structures. Strict
topohydrophobes (i.e., the conserved hy-
drophobic residues within the LEM family) are
displayed in magenta, topohydrophobes con-
served in four of the five LEM sequences are
displayed in red, and hydrophobic residues
that are not topohydrophobes are colored
in cyan.
(b) Positioning of the topohydrophobic resi-
dues common to LEM-like and LEM domains.
Averaged three-dimensional backbone struc-
tures of LEM-like and LEM domains are
presented on the upper and lower views, re-
spectively. Side chains of topohydrophobic
residues common to LEM-like and LEM do-
mains are displayed in green, except the side
chain of Tyr40, which is colored in pink. The
side chain of Tyr36 of LEM-like domains,
which plays a structural role similar to that of
Tyr40 in LEM domains, is also displayed and
colored in violet.
in LEM-like and 10 in LEM, an N-terminal three-residue tween the two main helices contains an AGEQ and PGPI
turn in LEM-like and LEM, respectively. However, the helix; two residues that are mainly in  conformation;
a large  helix of 11 residues; a residue that is in L turn is positioned further from the protein core in LEM-
like, because of the three-residue insertion. Finally, theconformation; two more residues in  conformation; a
large loop that is specific to each protein and contains second main helix is longer in LEM, probably due to the
presence of additional hydrophobic residues at posi-three insertions in favor of LEM-like, from residue 26 in
LEM-like and 29 in LEM; a second large  helix of ten tions 45 and 47, which stabilize the -helical confor-
mation.residues for LEM-like (35–44) and 15 residues for LEM
(34–48); and, finally, a disordered tail. The rmsd between
the backbone atoms of residues 7–25 and 35–44 in LEM- Role of the Topohydrophobic Residues
in the LEM Foldlike and 10–28 and 35–44 in LEM is equal to 2.3 A˚. Thus,
the two three-dimensional structures are particularly The LEM domains are characterized by a set of con-
served residues [16] (Figure 1). A search for topohydro-close in these regions.
The positioning of the two main helices is conserved phobic residues (i.e., the conserved hydrophobic resi-
dues [19]) on the basis of the 5 known sequences ofin LEM-like and LEM. The N-terminal three-residue helix
is located at a similar position, but the structure and the LEM domains shows that 11 residues are hydrophobic
in at least 4 of the LEM sequences. In the LEM of LAP2,positioning of the segment before this helix vary from
one protein to the other. This is due, in particular, to they correspond to: Val10 (Pro in Man1), Leu 13, Leu18,
Leu 22, Tyr25 (Arg in W01G7.5), Val27 (Ala in W01G7.5),the different positioning in the sequence of the leucine
residue preceding the N-terminal helix, which interacts Ile32, Leu39, Tyr40, Leu44, and Leu47 (Glu in F42H11.2).
Eight of these 11 residues are also hydrophobic inwith hydrophobic residues of this helix. The loop be-
Structure
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LEM-like (Figure 5a). Only Tyr25 at the C terminus of nus (Arg47 and Arg49). However, most of the charged
side chains are involved in salt bridges: in helix 1, Asp13helix 1, Ile 32 in the loop between the two main helices,
and Leu47 at the C terminus of helix 2 have no hydropho- interacts with Lys16, and Lys14 interacts with Glu18; in
the loop between the two main helices, Asp34 is closedbic counterparts in LEM-like. The eight topohydropho-
bic residues shared by LEM and LEM-like are displayed to Lys12 and Lys33.
in Figure 5b. They play critical roles in the fold of the
domains; the interaction between Pro7 (Val10 in LEM) Search for Domains Displaying Two
and Leu10 (Leu13) stabilizes the N-terminal helix; Leu15 Parallel  Helices
(Leu 18), Leu19 (Leu22), and Val24 (Val27) form the hy- LEM and LEM-like of LAP2 are small structural do-
drophobic side of helix 1, which interacts with helix 2; mains (43 and 46 residues are structured in LEM and
Leu39 (Leu39 and Tyr 40) and Leu44 (Leu44) form the LEM-like, respectively) stabilized only by intramolecular
hydrophobic surface of helix 2, which interacts with helix electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic contacts.
1; in LEM-like, Tyr 40, on the opposite side of helix 2, There are few structural domains of less than 50 residues
interacts with the topohydrophobic residues of the N-ter- containing no disulfide bond or metal ion binding motif
minal helix. It is interesting to note that Tyr40, which is in the Protein Data Bank [20]. To our knowledge, only
a topohydrophobic residue, plays a different role in the two are mainly -helical, the head piece domain of
two structures. chicken villin [21] and the homologous E3/E1p and E3
binding domains of the dehydrogenase multienzyme
complexes of bacteria [22–24]. Interestingly, the do-Conservation of the Buried Residues
in the LEM Domains mains of the multienzyme complexes show two large
parallel  helices. Structural alignment of the two mainConsistent with their structural role, the topohydropho-
bic residues are particularly buried. Within the 12 posi- helices of these domains, referenced as 1BBL (domain
from E. coli [22]) and 2PDE (domain from Bacillus stearo-tions corresponding to residues buried (i.e., less than
20% solvent accessible) in both LEM-like and LEM do- thermophilus [23] ) in the Protein Data Bank, with those
of the LEM domain of LAP2 (Figure 6a) yields an rmsdmains, 9 are occupied by topohydrophobic residues
shared by LEM domains. Only seven of these are hy- of 1.9 and 2.3 A˚, respectively. Thus, the positioning of
the two helices are similar in the three domains (Figuredrophobic in LEM-like (the exceptions are Asn22 at the
C terminus of helix 1 and Gln31 at the N terminus of 6b). A search for the eight topohydrophobic residues
characteristic of LEM-like and LEM domains in 1BBLhelix 2). The three nontopohydrophobic positions corre-
sponding to buried residues in LEM-like and LEM are and 2PDE sequences (Figure 6a) shows that seven of
these are conserved, if we enlarge the group of strictlyPhe3/Asp6, Leu26/Pro29, and Val35/Thr36. Interest-
ingly, Pro29 is a proline in three of the five LEM se- hydrophobic residues to alanine and threonine. The non-
conserved topohydrophobic position corresponds toquences, and Thr36 is strictly conserved in all the LEM
domains. Finally, a few positions are buried in only one Val10, which has no equivalent in 1BBL and 2PDE.
Figure 6b also shows that large differences exist be-domain. For example, Tyr36 in LEM-like, which has no
equivalent in LEM, is buried and may play the role of tween 1BBL, 2PDE, and LEM domains. First, the well-
structured N-terminal segment of LEM domains, whichthe topohydrophobic Tyr40 in LEM.
contain a three-residue  helix, is not present or unstruc-
tured in the 1BBL and 2PDE domains. Second, the largeElectrostatic Properties of the LEM Domains
loop found between the two main helices is orientatedA comparison of the five LEM domain sequences also
completely differently in the two domain families. It hasshows that a set of nonhydrophobic residues is con-
been described as containing a  sheet in the BBL do-served [16]. Interestingly, most of these residues are not
main. No  structure is observed in LEM domains. Itconserved in LEM-like, suggesting, in particular, differ-
also contains a 310 helix in both 1BBL and 2PDE. No 310ent electrostatic properties for LEM and LEM-like do-
helix is found in LEM domains. Finally, a turn is foundmains.
in this loop for 1BBL and 2PDE, at a position correspond-In the LEM domain of LAP2, the negatively charged
ing to the deletions in the LEM sequences.clusters are located at the N and C termini interface
The identity between 1BBL and the LEM domain of(Asp4, Asp6, Asp7, and Glu 49) and on the solvent-
LAP2 is only of 5 residues within 42 (12%), and theexposed surface of helix 1 (Glu16, Asp17, and Asp20),
similarity is of 20 residues (48%). In the case of 2PDE,whereas the positively charged clusters are found
the identity is again of 5 residues within 42 (12%), andaround Tyr25 (Lys5, Lys24, and Arg48) and on the sol-
the similarity is of 22 residues (52%). Thus, an analogyvent-exposed surface of helix 2 (Lys42, Lys43, and
between 1BBL, 2PDE, and LEM domains is very difficultLys46). Only one of these clusters, comprising Lys42,
to predict on the basis of sequence analysis only. How-Lys43, and Lys46, is mostly conserved within the LEM
ever, a clear analogy exists from a structural point offamily. This cluster is included in a continuous surface
view.that is highly conserved within the LEM family, which is
formed by residues Thr36, Arg37, Leu39, Tyr40, Glu41,
Lys42, Lys43, and Leu44 and is located on the solvent- Functional Role of LEM Domains
1BBL and 2PDE domains are involved in protein-proteinexposed surface of helix 2.
In the LEM-like domain, a negatively charged cluster interactions in bacterial multienzyme complexes. They
interact by their first large  helix, and, in particular,is found at the N terminus (Glu2, Glu5, and Asp6), and
a small positively charged cluster is found at the C termi- through polar and positively charged residues, with
Solution Structure of LAP2 LEM Motifs
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Figure 6. Structure Comparison of the LAP2
LEM Domain with Bacterian Multienzyme
Complex Domains
(a) Alignment of the two domains of the multi-
enzyme complexes, referenced as 1BBL and
2PDE in the Protein Data Bank, onto the se-
quence of the LEM domain of LAP2. The
consensus secondary structure is noted un-
der the three sequences, using “h” as the
symbol of -helical conformation. On the
same line, “a” and “b” indicate the beginning
and the end, respectively, of the sequences
used for the calculations of identity and simi-
larity percentages.
(b) Ribbon representations of the E3/E1p (left
view) and E3 binding (right view) domains of
the dehydrogenase multienzyme complexes
of bacteria [22, 23], as compared to the LEM
domain of LAP2.
other enzymes of the complexes [24]. Their structural the interaction being mediated by the shadow chromo
domain, with the chromo domains moving indepen-analogy with LEM domains is consistent with the role
of the protein-protein interaction domain described by dently of each other at the end of flexible links [27].
now for LEM domains [9, 14].
In particular, deletion of the region 67–137, a segment Biological Implications
overlapping the LEM domain of LAP2, abolishes the
interaction of LAP2 with the nonspecific DNA binding Integral membrane proteins of the inner nuclear mem-
brane are involved in chromatin organization and post-protein BAF [14]. In the presence of DNA, BAF forms a
large oligomeric nucleo-protein complex [25]. Thus, it mitotic reassembly. Mutations in one of these proteins,
called emerin, have been described in X-linked Emery-has already been suggested that BAF may be associ-
ated with other proteins in the cell and may be part Dreifuss muscular dystrophy [15]. Analysis of the se-
quences of these proteins has identified a commonof a multiprotein-DNA complex. Several oligomerization
modules involved in DNA compaction have been struc- structural domain of about 50 amino acids in the human
LAP2, emerin, and MAN1 and in two C. elegans proteinsturally elucidated and are described as helical protein
domains, using their helices as dimerization elements [16]. In particular, all LAP2 isoforms share an N-terminal
segment composed of such a LEM domain that is con-to form homo- and heterodimers [26]. This type of homo-
and heterodimerization is proposed for BAF [25] and nected to a highly divergent LEM-like domain by a linker
that is probably unstructured.can be extended to -helical BAF binding proteins such
as the LEM domain of LAP2. The LEM-like and LEM We report the first three-dimensional structures of
domains belonging to a protein anchored in the innerdomains of LAP2 do not self-associate. However, it
should be tested whether LAP2 LEM domain can interact nuclear membrane, the LEM-like and LEM domains of
LAP2. Our results show that the LEM and LEM-like do-with other domains adopting the LEM fold, as for exam-
ple, LAP2 LEM-like domain. mains of LAP2 share a common fold, which is character-
ized by a set of eight topohydrophobic residues criticalInterestingly, LEM-like and LEM domains of LAP2
share only ten common residues, and most of them are for the stabilization of the three-residue N-terminal helix
and the two large helices, as well as for their relativeburied hydrophobic residues. The biochemical nature
of the solvent-accessible residues of LEM-like and LEM positioning. Such a parallel positioning of two  helices
is also found in the E3/E1p and E3 binding domainsis completely different, suggesting that, whereas LEM-
like and LEM domains belong to the same protein and of the bacterial dehydrogenase multienzyme complexes,
which are structural domains of about 40 amino acidsshare the same LEM fold, they target different protein
surfaces. Such a phenomenon has already been re- involved in protein-protein interactions.
The five LEM domains described by Lin et al. [16],ported for HP1 proteins, which are involved in gene
silencing via the formation of heterochromatic struc- all of which probably adopt a common fold, exhibit a
conserved surface of eight residues on the solvent-tures. These proteins are composed of two structurally
related domains, an N-terminal chromo domain and a accessible side of helix 2. Such a mainly positively
charged surface is proposed to be involved in the LEMC-terminal shadow chromo domain, connected by a
flexible linker. Mouse HP1 was shown to be dimeric, biological function, that is, in the interaction of the LEM
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Gln2 and the NH, H1, and H2 of Gly51 on the backbone and thedomain with a protein partner. The biochemical nature
amine protons of Gln2, Asn15, and Gln50 on the side chains.of the solvent-accessible residues of LEM and LEM-
H chemical shifts were compared to those found for each aminolike domains is not conserved. The LEM and LEM-like
acid in GGXA peptides [33].
domains are proposed to interact with different regions
of a common biological target or to have different biolog- Experimental Restraints
ical targets. Proton-proton distance restraints were deduced from the analysis
of the NOESY spectra recorded at different mixing times. The vol-
Experimental Procedures umes of the nOe cross-peaks were integrated. For each peak, a
build-up curve was constructed by fitting the experimental volumes
Sample Preparation to the following function of the mixing time: f(	m) 
 a 	m  b 	m2. The
The LEM-like and LEM domains were predicted to include residues coefficient was taken as a build-up rate of the corresponding nOe.
1–47 and 108–151 of LAP2, respectively [16]. Both domains were Calibration of these dipolar correlation rates was achieved on the
extended in order to obtain well-structured proteins that are soluble basis of the known range of dN distances. The errors made on
at a millimolar concentration. The final sequences chosen for the the distances were evaluated to 25%. When comparison of the
LEM-like and LEM structural studies correspond to residues 1–56 distances deduced from peaks found on both sides of the diagonal
and 103–159, respectively, of LAP2. and in both solvents (H2O and D2O) showed an error larger than
The chemical synthesis of both proteins was carried out in solid 25%, an error equal to twice their rmsd was used [34].
phase using the Fmoc strategy on an Applied Biosystems 431A.
The proteins were purified by HPLC on a semipreparative Vydac Structure Calculation
C18 column from Merck, and their purity was checked on the corre- A semiautomated iterative assignment procedure was used to as-
sponding analytic column in the same solvent conditions. Their mo- sign the nOe and to construct the three-dimensional structures si-
lecular weights were measured by electrospray mass spectrometry multaneously. This procedure is described in detail in Savarin et al.
and were found to be consistent with the expected sequences. [35]. It starts with a linear structure of the protein and a distance
For the analytic ultracentrifugation experiments, protein concen- restraint list reflecting all the possible assignments of each peak.
tration was 10–50 M, and the solvent was a buffer of 1mM sodium At this stage, most of the nOe assignments are ambiguous, and the
phosphate (pH 6.3). For the NMR experiments, protein concentration distance range is 1.8–5 A˚ for all the restraints. The nonambiguous
was 1–1.5 mM. The solvent was a buffer of 20 mM sodium phosphate long-range restraints are checked carefully, because at this stage,
(pH 6.3). 3-(trimethylsilyl)[2,2,3,3-2H4]propionate was added as a they are critical for the folding of the molecule. Then, a first set of
chemical shift reference. Two samples of each protein were pre- 100 structures are calculated; the ten energetically most favorable
pared; the first sample was diluted in 90% H2O, 10% D2O, and the structures are selected, and on the basis of these structures, a new
second sample was diluted in 100% D2O. nOe assignment is calculated using a cutoff of 7 A˚ (an assignment
is used if the corresponding distance is less than 7 A˚ in at least four
Analytic Ultracentrifugation Experiments structures). After two such iterations, the experimental distances
Sedimentation equilibrium was performed at 298 K on a Beckman are introduced, and about 20 new iterations are calculated. When
Optima XLA ultracentrifuge using an AN 60 Ti rotor and cells with progressing in the iterations, ambiguous restraints are more and
a 12 mm optical path length. Sample volumes of 100 l were centri- more uniquely assigned by choosing the closest proton pair in the
fuged at 30,000 and 40,000 rpm. Radial scans of absorbance at 274 three-dimensional structures. A force field adapted to NMR struc-
nm were taken at 3 hr intervals, and equilibrium was achieved after ture calculation (file topallhdg.pro and parallhdg.pro in X-PLOR 3.1)
60 hr. Data were analyzed using the XL-A/XL-2 software supplied was used in this procedure. Finally, 200 structures were calculated,
by Beckman. and the 10 best structures were selected to be analyzed.
These ten structures of lower energy were deposited at the Protein
NMR Experiments Data Bank (see Accession Numbers).
All experiments were carried out at 298 K on a Bruker 500 MHz or
600 MHz spectrometer. Two-dimensional DQF-COSY [28], TOCSY
Acknowledgments[29], NOESY [30], and off-resonance ROESY [31] experiments were
recorded on both proteins. A DIPSI2 composite pulse was used for
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recorded by applying, during the mixing time, a radiofrequency irra-
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sequence [32]. All the experiments were performed in hypercomplex
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